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P-E-N-T-E-C-O-S-T   SINCE   SUNDAY   EIGHTH

(sign   while   another   voices   the   English)

Ò lesson   first Ô ×i-s-a-i-a-h   55:10-11

10.   Ò âSkY   rain and snow...   †There Ô ×succeed   water   earth  

succeed         Ò and   water   succeed   cause   earth Ô ×succeed   earth 

 grow€,   bloom€,   fruit         Ò and   seed Ô
×throw seed from bag>sowØerÙ   can   sow<as before   and   bread   eatØerÙ  
can   eat...   yes,   [   water   cause   ]   finish   and   water  

ˆevaporates<rain in reverse   †Cloud + There   again.

11.   Ò same<2 hands   »   recent   succeed Ô ×same<2 hands   »   ƒMy  

ÊWord   succeed,   yes,         Ò ƒMy
 ..mouth   ƒMy

   ÊWord   announce Ô
øno>and   Ûword   ßone<as walking 

..b-a-c-k
   fail,   no Ô  

Ò but   ƒMy   ÊWord   ƒMe   ÛSent Ô   ...   Öreason!?   ×accomplish  

Ûthat   ƒMy   want   and   accomplish   Ûthat  [ ƒMy   ÊWord ]  will  

Ýgo*   succeed   Ûthat   finish,   yes*.
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Ò lesson   second Ô ×r-o-m-a-n-s   8:18-25

18.   Ò now   Ñ ime   suffer   here   and   future   Glory‚There...  …comparE Ô
×yes,   our   now   suffer   here   insignificant   and   future   we  

…knoW + thaT   ‚Glory   will*   wow*   inspire   us   ‚There   life,   

19.   wow*,   yes,       Ò everything   here   ÆtherE   all*   ƒ   make Ô
×everything   and   now   everything   eager   expectation   and  

™watch   Öwhy!?   ×everything*   want   …watcH + seE   ‚God  

succeed   and   ‚His   †children€   ™Appear€   life   ‚There   wow*! 

20.   Ò from-now-on   all*   frustration Ô ×ƒ   —Cause   frustration   bound  

all*   ƒ   make,   yes,   all*   fail   will*,   Öwhy   ƒ   action,   why!?  

×hope,   yes   Œ   understand  

øno>šselF€   improve   succeed   šselF€   succeed   at-all<sign: "nothing" Ô  
øno>and   šselF€   decide   šselF€   improve   succeed   can't   no Ô  
Ò but*   ƒ   decide Ô ×yes   ƒ   decide   and   everything   here  

ÆtherE + a-l-L    øno>able   improve   succeed   š   nothing...   can't Ô
21.   ×but   understand   everything   ƒ   make   here   can   hope   have   can 

 Öwhy!?   ×now   everything   goes-down-hill€<opposite of "improve"  
bound   all*   worse*€   n-g   become   but   hope   knows   future   ƒ  
can   save   everything,   yes  everything ..ƒ   will*   ™brinG   ‚Glory  
free   „Get   will*   ‚Glory   …samE<2 hands   God‚His   children  

future   „Get   will*!

22.   Ò everything   ƒ   Ûmake   here   ÆtherE   all* Ô
×long-ago   begin   and   since everything   here   ÆtherE   all*  

together   suffer,   yes   we   know + that   and   suffer   same<2 hands  

»   baby   birth   wow*   mother   pain*<at womb   suffer   endure, 

23.   yes,   true*   everything   here   ÆtherE   want  [ ƒ   succeed   save  

finish ]   Ò but   also   ourselves   suffer   endure Ô ×yes,   and   we  

çSpirit   born   first   us   »   tree   fruit   first   have   »   us   and  

in<at heart   ourselves   we   here   suffer*   wait   and   eager   hope   we 

have   Öwhy!?   ×we   want   wait   expectation   ƒ   succeed   save  

our   body   ‚There   ƒ   adopt   us   ‚His   son   [ daughter ]   us  

24.   ‚There   wow*. Ò and …samE<2 hands   ‚Hope   „In<into heart Ô
×…samE<2 hands   ƒ save  us   finish,   yes,  
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Ò but   Ûthat   hope   Œ   able   Ýsee + that Ô
øno>Ûthat   hope   true   at-all<sign: "nothing" Ô ×yes,   Ûthat   Œ   Ýsee  

Œ   have   Ûthat   already   Õ<therefore>   how   Ûthat   meaning  

25.   hope   how?   øno>(knodding) Ô         Ò but   …thaT + hopE Ô
øno>we   …seE...   we   have   ‚That   not-yet Ô  
Ò and   <therefore>   we   …hopE Ô ×we   patient*   wait   continue  

eager   expectation   …hopE   succeed   will*!

Ò lesson   holy   gospel Ô ×m-a-t-t-h-e-w   13:1-9,  [ 18-231 ]

1.   Ò same<2 hands   day,   …that + house   jesus + ‡   …in Ô ×and   [ recent  

say ]   ‡   say   finish   and   now   …house   ‰leave   as walking>oneŽ  

Ò thatÌ   seaÏ   nearÐ Ô ×‡   as walking>oneŽ   sitÌ   nearÐ

2.   and   …people + many   ‰crowd<2 hands>gatherŽ   wow*  

Ò ‰crowd<2 hands   people   many,   <therefore>   there + boatÌ Ô
×‡   go + enterÎ   sit + boatÌ   ‡   must  

Ò and   seaÎ   "flat"CLFs indicate>shoreÎ,   …people   ‰crowd<2 hands Ô
×people   stand€Î   as before>shoreÎ

3.   Ò and   story   many   Heaven‚Truth + Thing   ˜Inform   story Ô ×since  

‡   story   many   say   ˜Inform€...   and   now   ‡   ¬   say:  

Ò now   oneÌ 
..Œ   notice + †..

 Ô..×as walking>oneÓ   Õd-o€   †?  

×seed
 ..[ s-e-e-d ]

   †   plan   Ásow2   
..Àarch3€

   Þsow 2 ..Ýarch 3€
  

ˆsow 2..‡arch 3€
   sow 2© 

..arch 3€¨
   now   †   Á€Þsow 2ˆ€© 

4.    Ò now   Üarea
 ..Ûthat..

 ..Üarea   seed   some   †   Þsow 2 ..Ýarch 3€
 Ô

×šway   hard   šway
..Üarea   ßnear   Üarea..

..Þarch 3€   and   bird  

˜OneÕ€²   Þpeck€<beak to ground   bird   eat€   seed   dissolve  

5.   finish...        Ò but*   seed   other Ô ×[ †   Ásow 2 ]
..Áarch 3€

  

¿area 
..¾that.. 

..¿area + there   ¿rock€ + area

¿area 
..øno>dirt   much Ô ×dirt   thin-layer..

..Áarch 3€   and   Àsee  

now   quick   ¿appear€<sign quickly>grow€

1
verses 18-23 are optional verses; note: all further #1 notes refer to this note

2
throw seed from bag; note: all further #2 notes refer to this note

3
"G"CLF as a seed flies from hand through air; note: all further #3 notes refer to this note
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6.   øno>but   ¾grow 
..root..

 ..r-o-o-t.. 
..root

   can't...   soil   enough Ô  
Ò <therefore>   later   sun-rise   Sun¦   ÁShine Ô ×hot*   wow*  

ÁShine<2 hands hot shinning   wow*   and  

¿plant€ 
..wither<painfully..

..dry*   ¿die€...

7.   Ò but*   seed   other Ô ×[ †   ‡sow 1 ]
..ˆarch 2€

  

†area 
..…that.. 

..†area + there   †grow€
 ..w-e-e-d   thorn3   already

  

†grow€ + area   

†grow€
..thorn 3   now   †   sow    ‡arch 2   †appear€..

..mean, determined>grab

crush   choke   seed   die...

8.   Ò but*   seed   other Ô ×[ †   sow 1§]
..arch 2€©

  

area§ 
..that¦..

 ..area + there§   dirt   there§   good*   and   seed  

arch 2€©   appear€ + grow€§
..fruit   have   wow*   fruit

   give®,   yes, 

arch 2¨   grow¦
..[ fruit ]  100  [ giveÎ ]

   arch 2¨  

grow¦
..[ fruit ]  60  [ giveÎ ]

   arch 2¨   grow¦
..[ fruit ]  30  [ giveÎ ]

   ¬
9 .   Ò Œ ..now   ‰listen€   ‰listen-into-eye€

   can* Ô ×and  

Œ 
..now   ‰listen€   ‰listen-into-eye€   understand   must*

!   ....

[184.  Ò Heaven‚Truth + Thing   ˜Inform   story   meaning Ô ×‡   recent  

seed   story   ˜Inform   now   meaning   ‡   explain   meaning   and   Œ  

‰listen   ‰listen-into-eye€... 

19.   Ò seed   sow1 
..arch 2€

   meaning Ô×[ God‚His ]   kingdom   ÊWord  

announce€   meaning  [ seed ]  sow 1 
..arch 2€

...  

Ò now   first   šway 
..Üarea   ßnear   Üarea..

 ..Þarch 2€   meaning Ô
×‚His   kingdom   word   Ýarch 2   in<at heart  

Ûsomeone 
..„Listen€ + Listen-into-eye€   øno>„   understand Ô

  

Ò now   ‚His   word   Ýsow 1 
..arch 2

   Ýenter   Ûhis   heart Ô ×word  

Ûthere<right hand 
..now   ±that   devil   ¿one<as walking

   ßgrab + steal  

word   Ûdissolve...

1
throw seed from bag; note: all further #2 notes refer to this note

2
"G"CLF as a seed flies from hand through air; note: all further #3 notes refer to this note

3
prick finger on "grow" &   put-in-mouth... face="ouch"; all further #4 notes refer to this note 

4
verses 18-23 are optional verses; note: all further #1 notes refer to this note
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20.  Ò now   second   word   Ásow1 ] Ô
×Ásow 1 

..Áarch 2€
   ¿area 

..¾that   rock   Áarch 2 €
   meaning   ‚His 

kingdom   ÊWord   Àarch 2   in<at heart  

¾someone 
..„Listen€ + Listen-into-eye€   ƒ   and   quick   joy

  

ÌWelcome   ÊWord   ÌIn<into heart   ƒ
21.   Ò but   in<at heart 

..Àself
   grow<at heart 

..root..
 ..r-o-o-t Ô

øno>have   grow 
..root

   at-all<sign: "nothing"   ƒ Ô  
Ò but*   ¾grow Ô ×ƒ   short   finish...  

Ò ‚His   ÊWord   ÌIn<into heart   ƒ   <therefore>   happen Ô×people  

Àpersecute€ + test€   and   quick   Èastray   ƒ   true*   Èastray  

finish...

22.  Ò now   †there + grow
 ..thorn 3   already   and   ‡arch 2€

   meaning Ô
×‚His   [ kingdom ]   ÊWord   ‡arch 2  

…someone
 ..„Listen€ + Listen-into-eye€   … 

  

Ò but   here   life   worry Ô ×…   worry   dote€   here   rich   desire   …  

and   rich   deceive + …   rich   desire   choke   word  

øno>and   …grow
 ..fruit   have   fruit

   at-all<sign: "nothing"   …   can't Ô...
23.   Ò now   fourth   seed   sow1¨...   dirt + there§   good* ...Ó...

...Ó...arch 2€©   meaning Ô ×‚His   kingdom   ÊWord   arch 2¨  

someone¦
..„Listen€ + Listen-into-eye€   ‡..

 ..understand   clear*  

and   true   ‡   grow¦
..fruit   have   will*

,   yes,  

Ò arch 2¨   ‡   one¦ Ô..×[ fruit ]   100   ‡   have 
...  

Ò arch 2¨   ‡   one¦
..other Ô ×[ fruit ]   60   ‡   have 

...  

Ò arch 2¨   ‡   one¦
..other Ô ×[ fruit ]   30   ‡   have 

. ] 

1
throw seed from bag; note: all further #2 notes refer to this note

2
"G"CLF as a seed flies from hand through air; note: all further #3 notes refer to this note

3
prick finger on "grow" &   put-in-mouth... face="ouch"; all further #4 notes refer to this note 


